The plan of this paper is as follows:
In 'JII we review the definition of characteristic forms of a holomorphic hermitian vector bundle.
In particular we need to recall that a hermitian structure on the holomorphic bundle E induces the Chern forms c (E) of type (/',/') for /' = 1, • ■ • , zrz = dim E. In §111 we give a simplified proof of the Chern duality formula and use it to prove Bott and Chetn's Theorem I:
Let E be a holomorphic, hermitian vector bundle of fibre dimension n over a complex ma'nifold X, dim X = 72, and let B*(E) = \e £ E\ 0 < ||e|| < 1| with n: B*(E) -> X the projection. Then there exists a real form p on B*iE) of type in -1, 72 -l) such that n*c (P) = ddcp/4n. Further if E is nonnegative then p may be chosen nonnegative.
(Note. dc = z'(rJ -<9)). E denotes an 72-dimensional C°°-bundle over a C°°-manifold X, T = T(X) is the tangent bundle, A1 (X) is the space of complex valued differential /'-forms, and A(X) = 1 AJX). If TiE) denotes the C°°-sections of E, then A(X; E) = A(X) 
such that det((X)) = det(X). On a complex manifold X, let Ap'q(X) be the forms of type ip, q), Corollary 2.5. Let E be a holomorphic bundle with hermitian norm N, and let 9, K denote the connection and curvature matrices of DÍN) relative to a holomorphic frame over U. Then on U one has 9 is of type (1, 0), 99 = 9 Ad, K = 7)9, hence K is of type (1,1) and dK = 0, dK = - [K, 9] .
Note. Since K is of type (1, 1), the characteristic classes are of type (p, p).
If E is a line bundle, then a holomorphic frame is simply a nonvanishing section s, so 9 = d log N(s), and cAE) = (i/2n)ddlog N(s).
We define the refined cohomology groups HP'P(
and wish to show that the refined characteristic classes are independent of the choice of norms. 
The proof is a simplification of Bott and Chern's, and is based on a deformation of N to N... First, we define the orthogonal projections P.: E -► E ., i = I, II, and interpret them ás elements of r(Hom(E, E)). Now put (u, v) - 
The whole point is that
In order to apply Proposition 2.6 to this deformation, we compute L Since
for 0 < Z < 1. If we could set Z = 0 we would be done; however, the integral will not in general converge. In fact, K[E, N ] = K[E, NA + zW, where f £ A2(X; Hom(E, E)) is independent of z. Therefore det'Ul + kK[E, N(1; (k/í)P,)) = 
in fact det (<f , ■ ■ • , çr) is strongly positive. 
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so f0 "^ -° and ^^0 = °-Therefore, (3.5) cn = iddc/An)\log /V-1(s)cn_1(En) + (f0-f)l and the bracketed term is > 0 whenever log/Vis) > 0, i.e. when Nis) < 1. This completes the proof of Theorem I.
IV. Generalized Gauss-Bonnet on analytic spaces. The formula in Theorem I is integrated to give the Generalized Gauss-Bonnet Theorem.
The proof is due to Bott and Chern, but an approximation which they use is not obvious, and thus has been given further elaboration.
The proof of the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem is then seen to go through for the case of an analytic space.
Let E be a holomorphic 7z-dimensional bundle with hermitian norm N, over the compact complex 72-dimensional manifold X with boundary dX. We consider the identity section of 77*E over E gives rise to a nonzero section on E_ and formula (3.5) defines a definite form p on E. such that ddcp/4n= n*c (E). Putting 77(E) = dcp/An we have 77*c (E) = drjiE).
Let s be a smooth section of E with an isolated zero at x £ X. We define the order of the zero at x, zero(s, x), as follows: Let B be a disc of radius t > 0 relative to complex coordinates centered at x, and let <A:E|R ->E xBt be a trivialization; (b: E|" ->£ is if/ projected on the first factor. For small enough e, e < 8, 0 ° s maps dB into E -|0| and zero(s, x) is by definition the degree of (b ° s: dB -» E -,0i. Note. B£ and Ex -Í0Î are complex domains and have a canonical orientation, which induces orientations on c9B and the unit sphere SÍE ); E -0 can be retracted to SÍE ), so the degree is well defined. Proof. Let j '■ E -Ï0i -» E. be inclusion, x £ X. Consider the form j*r/iE).
It is closed since dij*r¡) = j*c (E) = c (j*E) and j*E is a trivial bundle with flat metric on E -|0!, so c (j*E) -0. The cohomology class of j*r]iE) is then a multiple of the orientation class of E -Í0î defined above, say j*r)ÍE) = a.x • (orientation class), a e P. If X is an analytic space, we denote by R(X) the regular set of X. For X a subvariety of a complex manifold M, let JXAP,q(M) = \r £ Ap'qÍM)\ i*r = 0\ where i: P(X) c_ M is inclusion, and define Ap'qiX) = Ap'qiM)/]xAp -qiM). We define AriX) similarly, and Ajx) = 2 Ap'qix). Let r £ AAm), then the following
are equivalent (Bloom-Herrera):
(1) i*r = 0, where i:
g*r = 0 for all smooth maps g, and all smooth manifolds N, g: N -» M such that giN) Ç X.
It is not obvious that (1) implies (2), for example when g is a map of N into the singular set of X, but this equivalence shows that Ap'q(X) and Ar(X) are independent of the imbedding. By patching together, we can then define Ap'q(X) and Ar(X) for any analytic space, and using property (2) If E is a holomorphic vector bundle over X, then E is itself an analytic space, so the definition of a hermitian norm makes sense, and we can define the curvature matrix relative to a holomorphic frame, and hence define characteristic forms, just as we did in §11. In order to show that Theorem I holds on analytic spaces, we need only show that we can define p(E) a C form on E. so that p(E\R(X') = p(E)|r(E y But if 0 -» E -> E -► E --> 0 is an exact sequence of holomorphic vector bundles on X an analytic space, and N is a hermitian norm on E, then N.
and /V.. are hermitian norms, and the orthogonal projections P, and P^ are smooth operators (the matrices of Af.., P., P.. relative to smooth frames are clearly smooth).
Hence the deformation N , for 0 < z < 1, is a hermitian norm, so the form cf of Proposition 3.1, i.e. 2^-j1 i~la., where det'Ul + kK[E, N¡\;<Jt/t)PA) -S?^1 a.Z¿~:, is defined on X, and c(E) -c(E.)c(E ) = ddf, since the restrictions to the regular set are equal by Proposition 3.1. The definition of a positive bundle is the same as before, so if E > 0 and we define piE) by 72 -1 .
then p(E) > 0 on the space B*iE) = \e £ E| 0 < N(e) < 1] and 77*ck(E) = ddcp/An, since this holds on the regular set.
In order to prove 
) is a inot necessarily compact) manifold with boundary.
(ii) d Ft K has finite n -1 volume.
(iii) S Ci K is compact. Write id r\K), = d n K-nr1 01,(5 n K)) and (M n K), = M n K-II71 (11,(3 n K)). Definition. An exhaustion function r on X a complex analytic space is a C real-valued function such that r: X -> R is onto and T is proper. Put X -\x £ X\rix)<r\.
Remark.
If r is an exhaustion on X and o: Y -> X is proper and surjective, then t °o is an exhaustion on Y.
Fix r an exhaustion on a complex space X. Sard's Theorem applied to R(X)
shows that X is a compact analytic space with boundary dX = \x £ X\ r(x) = r\ for almost all r in R . Since X has locally finite 272-volume, a theorem of Fédérer Hence there exists a set C in R such that R -C has measure zero, and for all r £ (_, X is a compact analytic space whose boundary dX has locally finite 2?2 -1 volume.
Let E be a holomorphic hermitian vector bundle of fibre dimension n over X.
The characteristic function T(r) of E is defined by T(r) = /Q fx c (E) dt.
Let s be a section of E having only isolated zeroes contained in R(X). Proof (Bott-Chern). Let F C p(X) x R be the graph of T\R,X) and let W be the region in P(X) x R which is above F and below P(X) x \r\, W =[(x,z)| rix)<t 
where s is the identity section of tt*E over E. It is easy to see that (a*E., a*N{)= (E,, NA, (a*En, a*Nu) = (Eu, Nu), and (a*E, a*N) = (E, N), all as hermitian bundles. Therefore a*c ,(E ) = c AE,,), a*Q.iE ) = íí(E..), and The proof of (iii) involves Stokes' Theorem, thus we also want to describe dX.
Consider the form dp. Since a*d log N~ isiz, w)) = d log \a\ + d log N~Hsiz, aw)) = <i log zV~ 1(s(z, aw)), then a*zs? log N~ 1is) = zt" log N~ 1(s) and hence a*zzp = dp. (1) XgW = l if ||/(*)||>«. 
If the Jacobian of / is not zero at zero, then for purposes of conver- Step 2. The subvariety \t = 0\ oí F n W has codimension 1, but is not in general a submanifold, i.e. Z is not a coordinate. Since /C is an irreducible analytic variety in K, and K, has codim 1 in K, we see that K, O K-is a variety of dimension X a . + ma -1, hence //2m(a"+")"'í'(K1 O K2) =i 0 if p< 2 2(t7z -a.) + 2 so again by duality
(ii) H iK-Kx n K2) ^HpiK) if z5 < 2 2 (ttz -a.). 
By (iii), (iv) and the five-lemma we get that HpiK -Kj U K2) i HP(C *<m-*i> -¡01) is an isomorphism if p + 1 < 2 Urn -a.). Q.E.D.
From this point on, we assume that the integers 0 < aj <•••< a <ttz are chosen to satisfy the additional condition that £(7;
. ) = dim X. If S = (í (1) n*cia.,---, a HE) = ddcp on E(a,,---, a ), where n: ffi E -X is in in n ** the projection.
( 2) For the remainder of this section, we assume that E has sufficiently many sections V, dim V -m + n, and that V is given a hermitian norm || ||. Remark. This shows that if the s . are independent, then ö has isolated Schubert zeroes precisely when ô has isolated zeroes.
Definition, o is generic if the following conditions hold:
(1) ¡s,,..-,s 1 are independent sections in V.
(2) The Schubert zeroes of ö are isolated and contained in the regular set P(X). Remark. We show in WII that almost all S £ © V are generic. and similarly for S. Hence we can assume that s ^xq) -0> 1 < z < «» so that Since the 0/iKLi
